Achievement: Demonstration of containers in HPC, Titan supercomputer, that showed consistent performance between the native (non-container) and Singularity (container) instance.
• Motivation for containers in HPC -Compute mobility -build application with software stack and carry to compute; customize execution environment to end-user preferences -Reproducibility -run experiments with the same software & data; archive experimental setup for reuse (by self or others) -Packaging/Distribution -configure applications with possibly complex software dependencies using packages that are "best" for user; benefits user and developer productivity
• Challenges for containers in HPC -Integration into HPC ecosystem (tools & container runtimes for HPC) -Accessing host native high-performance resources, e.g., take advantage of advanced hardware capabilities, device drivers -Methodology and best practices for balancing container portability & performance
• Evaluate viability of using same image on developer system and on production system -Used Ubuntu 17.04, Open MPI implementation of OpenSHMEM, and OpenSHMEM port of Graph500 benchmark -Required image customizations for production environment included: bind mounts for Cray/ALPS and Lustre, and edits to environment variables within container context, and one authentication package (libmunge) Sponsor/Facility: Work was performed by ORNL, sponsored by DoD. 
: Graph500 Breadth First Search (BFS) comparison with and without a Singularity container using the Cray Gemini (uGNI) byte transfer layer (BTL) from Open MPI OpenSHMEM. Graph500 is at scale=20 using 16 and 64 hosts as indicated in the x-axis.

Overview:
There is a growing interest in using Linux containers to streamline software development and application deployment. A container enables the user to bundle the salient elements of the software stack from an application's perspective. In this paper, we discuss initial experiences in using the Open MPI implementation of OpenSHMEM with containers on HPC resources. We provide a brief overview of two container runtimes, Docker & Singularity, highlighting elements that are of interest for HPC users. The Docker platform offers a rich set of services that are widely used in enterprise environments, whereas Singularity is an emerging container runtime that is specifically written for use on HPC systems. We describe our procedure for container assembly and deployment that strives to maintain the portability of the container-based application. We show performance results for the Graph500 benchmark running along the typical continuum of development testbed up to full production supercomputer (ORNL's Titan). The results show consistent performance between the native and Singularity (container) tests. The results also showed an unexplained drop in performance when using the Cray Gemini network with Open MPI's OpenSHMEM, which was unrelated to the container usage.
